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FOREWORD

TIMES

All operation times are given in DECIMAL HOURS.

GENERAL

The times listed in this publication are the result of a careful study of each of the operations con
cerned. They do not reflect reduced times based on special familiarity, but do assume that the
operations are carried out by an operative of average ability who has completed the operation on at
least one previous occasion. In establishing the time s, a vehicle in good condition has been used.

Allowance has been made for moving and setting up the vehicle , obtaining the appropriate service
tools and replacement parts where applicable and the necessary cleaning. No allowance has been
included for inaccessibility through damage , removing extras or special fitments , freeing seized parts ,
removing rusted or broken studs or bolts, or subsequent repairs after test.

Each operation is complete in itself unless otherwise stated. The time shown is achieved by strict
adhe rence to the instructions given in the Repair Operation Manual.

DEFINITIONS

The operation "Remove and refit" refers to the removing and refitting of an existing component or
part or remov ing an existing part and fitting a new or repl acement part , or removing a component
prior to overhaul and refitting it after overhaul.

Times given for " Overhaul" operations include removing the component from its installed position and
its subsequent refitting.

A "Combined operation" is one directly relat ed to an operation which can be performed with the
vehicle or major system in different stages of assembly; it appears immediately following , and inset
to , the operation to which it is related. The term " Unit" refers to an assembly in th e state in which it
can most efficiently be removed from the vehicl e.

NUMBERING

The operation numbers comprise six digits arranged in three pairs. The first pair indicate the major
assembly or system of th e vehicle , the second pair indicate the components or parts of the maj or
assembly or system and the third pair indicate the operation and any further definition of the part or
component.

.....J- - ;... ,; _ -

e.g. 12-29-10
12-

-29-
- 10

Cylinder head - remove and refit
First digit pair (Major assembly) - Engine
Second digit pair (component) - Cylinder head(s)
Third digit pair (Operation) - remove and refit

The third digit pair also define the component thus :

12-29-11 Cylinder head - left hand/single - remove and refit

1\11 operauon urnes al~gi~~illlt vrA..-llVIfif'fll9B1{.:r.ead - ri zht hand - remove anrl refit

GENERAL

The times listed in this publication are the result of a careful study of each of the operations con
cerned. They do not reflect reduced times based on special familiarity, but do assume that the
operations are carried out by an operative of average ability who has completed the operation on at
least one previous occasion. In establishing the times , a vehicle in good condition has been used.

Allowance has been made for moving and setting up the vehicle , obtaining the appropriate service
tools and replacement parts where applicable and the necessary cleaning. No allowance has been


